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We are ‘preferred designers’

Ask a ‘preferred showroom’ how you

can become a ‘preferred member’

LUXE MAGAZINE

PREFERRED
SHOWROOMS
AT DCOTA

YNA HILLSINGER PILAR REYES SANTAMARIA

HECTOR FRITZ - RODIT ARCOS - MURDOCK MACKENZIE SHERYL BLEUSTEIN ALDO PUSCHENDORF

HERB LITWIN SUSAN SCHAIN KEITH POWELL ANNIE SANTULLI
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Joining the Design Center of the Americas in January 2007, ARCH is a hub for mid-

century and contemporary furniture and indoor lighting for the entire home. With

the majority of featured items available for immediate delivery—to anywhere in the

world—ARCH prides itself on its unwavering commitment to expedited service and

strong emphasis on products that boast an underlying architectural influence. The

company’s polished stainless-steel merchandise and glass-encased pieces are but

a few examples of the sophistication displayed.

Since ADRIANA HOYOS’ 1992 launch in Ecuador, the corporation has expanded its

presence—with five showrooms in South America, one in Mexico City and two in

the United States, along with a network of authorized dealers. From furniture, light-

ing and accessories to art and rug collections, ADRIANA HOYOS’ one-of-a-kind

merchandise is based on the melding of global textures and art, and the designer’s

universal perspective gained from extensive international travel, as well as the cul-

ture and art inherent to her Latin American roots.

ARCH
SUITE A-309 954.374.0333 www.archl inear.com

ADRIANA HOYOS
SUITE C-350 954.925.7885 www.adrianahoyos.com
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A new concept in modular outdoor seating. Enabling you to play with a

multitude of shapes and colors. Slip covers, accent pillows, cushions,

glass and the aluminum chassis are all customizable in 21 different

colors. Add excitement to your outdoor living areas.

Boasting exceptional classic modern design collections from over 30 manufacturers around

the world, Carriage House has become synonymous with quality, luxury and exemplary

customer service. For more than 35 years, Carriage House has prided itself on being a lead-

ing source of specialty custom furniture and fine, exclusive furnishings. To enhance the

experience, Carriage House’s designers can originate concept drawings, creating virtual

renderings to enhance visual understanding of what can be accomplished. Subsequently,

design goals are fulfilled, visions are realized and expectations are exceeded.

CASUAL ENVIRONS
SUITE B-200 954.923.2811 www.casualenvirons.com

CARRIAGE HOUSE
SUITE B-342 954.925.2661 www.elan4ch.com
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Designers Choice in Floors has served the design community for over 13 years, specializing

in exotic, handscraped and wirebrushed hardwood flooring from top manufacturers all

over the world. The company’s Italian partner, Listone Giordano, has a new offering called

Boiserie, which is revolutionizing the concept of a custom wall system with a unique sight

and sonar sound system. Additionally, major carpet lines offered include Glen Eden,

Helios, Crescent Carpets, Robertex, Kane, Masland, Stanton and Merida Meridian, among

others. Designers Choice in Floors provides expert installation for its products.

A leader in finely crafted, customized home furnishings, Century Furniture has been in

operation since 1947, offering unique, one-of-a-kind works of art—including wood and

upholstered designs, dozens of finishes and a stunning array of fabrics, pillows and passe-

menterie—for every room in the home, where no two pieces are exactly alike. With nearly

all manufacturing performed in the United States—particularly Hickory, North Carolina,

long regarded as the furniture capital of the world—Century Furniture delivers optimal

speed, service and quality synonymous with its well-established, leading-edge reputation.

DESIGNERS CHOICE IN FLOORS
SUITE B-308 954.921.5047

CENTURY FURNITURE
SUITE B-228 954.929.5656 www.centuryfurniture.com

Beautiful embroidered silks from Malabar, a producer of eco-friendly fabrics for more

than 20 years, are available at Jeffrey Michaels, DCOTA, A-168; to the trade only.

Shown here are Mandara, Color #5 and the coordinating stripe, Maylee, Color #05.

Enviromentally friendly and low maintenance, Castle Line polyethylene furniture is

hand woven, durable and colourfast. It retains its form and is resistant to extreme

humidity and chemicals. Castle Line teak furniture is reclaimed teak from the

finest “castles” in Europe. Castle Line collection from Belgium is available

exclusively at Inside Out.

JEFFREY MICHAELS & COMPANY
SUITE A-168 954.925.1133 www.jeffreymichaels.com

INSIDE OUT
SUITE B-216 954.920.2010 www.insideoutf la.com
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A global resource for all things related to luxury home decor, Judith Norman carries over

250 lines of furniture, lighting, artwork and accessories, in a variety of price points. Catering

to an array of budgets and artistic preferences, Judith Norman’s full-service 30,000-

square-foot showroom carries a multiplicity of design styles, inclusive of everything from

traditional to transitional to contemporary. The result? A broad range of products for a

broad range of clients. An all-encompassing headquarters, Judith Norman exemplifies

convenience, outstanding service and dynamic home furnishings at their finest.

Jolo Enterprises is proud to welcome Art Glass Systems to their showroom. Inspired by the

beauty found in nature, each piece is hand-blown Venetian glass. When combined with the

modular mounting system, you are only limited by your imagination. Available in five sizes and

an array of patterns and colors. Art Glass Systems is carried exclusively at Jolo…..we invite you

to stop by and view the collection, and let us create a one-of-a-kind design.

JUDITH NORMAN
SUITE A-250 954.925.7200 www.judithnorman.com

JOLO ENTERPRISES
SUITE C-428 954.927.3122 www.joloenterprises.com

Riverstone: smooth stone shapes that are hand-carved wood, deceiving to the eye and

soothing to the senses both visually and to the touch. The first reaction to a Raleo

surface is to touch it. Riverstone is cool and sensual. Each piece is individually hand

carved and hand finished. Available in custom colors and sizes, whose applications are

only limited by your imagination.

PPM collections is a walk back into a world that most only dream of. Fine European craftsmanship

showcasing manufacturers that have endured three or four generations. Furniture from classic to

transitional with a variety of finishes and styles. Our brand is synonymous with quality. Our showroom

is elegant, with customer service being second to none. PPM’s lighting business showcases 70

lighting/fan manufacturers spanning the globe. We specialize in meeting all specifications a customer

might have. Please visit our 10,000 square-foot showroom where we have something for everyone:

furniture, lighting, fans, upholstery, Italian linens and accessories.

RALEO®
SUITE C-230 954.927.0333 www.raleo.com

PPM & ASSOCIATES
SUITE A-328 954.342.8004 www.ppmcollect ions.com
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With over 20 years of service to the discerning international design community, Jaime Perczek

Today’s Custom Design is positioned as a leader in the creation, manufacturing and installation of

distinctive, world-class furniture design. Its extensive experience in replicating and re-designing

pieces from the Art Deco period is now a Perczek benchmark. From Palm Beach to New York and

South Beach to Marbella, Spain, the Jaime Perczek Today’s Custom Design team appreciates the

art of furniture design and manufacturing—from a simple table to an entire home.

Selecta Fine Woodworks & Design employs creative ideas and exceptional handwork to transform

the material provided by nature into art. In doing so, the showroom designs, manufactures and

commercializes classic and contemporary wood furniture, regarded for its high quality and exclusivity.

Always searching to appropriately satisfy the needs and expectations of its clients efficiently and

effectively, Selecta Fine Woodworks & Design helps enhance the process for its customers.

JAIME PERCZEK
TODAY’S CUSTOM DESIGN
SUITE A-423 954.925.0701 www.perczek.com

SELECTA FINE WOODWORKS & DESIGN
SUITE C-364 954.889.0434 www.selectafurniture.com

Distinguished for its cutting-edge Italian furniture—hallmarked by clean-lines, color and

geometric shapes—Vero Design, Inc., is best known for its 4,400-square-foot display of

polished, über chic wood, aluminum and glass decor. Representing 25 top-of-the-line

Italian brands, Vero Design, Inc., distributes its furniture throughout the United States,

South America and Europe. With 20 years of experience to his credit, owner Aldo Saetta

has honed his skills to deliver exemplary customer service, offering up innovative designs

and custom furniture to satisfy the individual, aesthetic ideals of his exclusive clientele.

Total Window and Inside Revolution inspire a true revolution in window treatment design.

Create your own curtain and shade fabrics, and tailor your interior to your personal taste like

you never imagined possible. Our stylish prints and patterns allow you to handpick over 135

colors and breathe life into your wildest ideas. You can even print words or texts onto the

fabrics for an interior that acquires a voice of its own. Personalize your shades and create

an exclusive atmosphere as unique as you. Available exclusively at Total Window.

VERO DESIGN, INC.
SUITE B-464 954.923.9899 www.verodesign. i t

TOTAL WINDOW, INC.
SUITE B-486 954.921.0109 www.totalwindow.com
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